Abstract. Plant growth occurs due to cell proliferation in the meristem. We model the case of apical meristem specific for branch growth and the case of basal meristem specific for bulbous plants and grass. In the case of apical growth, our model allows us to describe the variety of plant forms and lifetimes, endogenous rhythms and apical domination. In the case of basal growth, the spatial structure, which corresponds to the appearance of leaves, results from dissipative instability of the homogeneous in space solution. We study nonlinear dynamics and wave propagation of the corresponding reaction-diffusion systems. Bifurcation of periodic at infinity waves is investigated numerically.
Models of plant growth
One of the most important features of plants, for purposes of modelling them, is that proliferating cells are strongly localized. The growing part of the plant where cells divide is called the meristem. The primary or apical meristem is located at the very end of growing shoots and represents a narrow layer of cells with a more or less constant width for each particular plant. The biological transcription factor E2F , which determines (together with RB protein) the transition from the G 1 phase to the S phase, enabling the consequent cell proliferation [14] , [22] . During the second part of the cycle (G2 -M), GM-factor concentration is related to the complex cyclinB-cdc2, controlling the process of mitosis. Since the production of cyclinB-cdc2 complex is self-accelerating through the activation by cdc25, we can then consider that production of GM-factor is self-accelerating. Cell cycle can also be influenced by auxin in its first part and by cytokinin in the second [5] , [9] , [14] , [21] , [22] . Throughout this manuscript, GM-factor concentration will be denoted by R.
The rate of production of the GM-factor depends also on the concentration of nutrients, which can be phosphorus and nitrogen salts, supplied from the roots, or sugars (mostly sucrose) produced in the process of photosynthesis in all green parts of the plant. We will not specify here the origin of nutrients coming to the apical meristem from lower parts of the plant and will denote their concentration by C. The concentration of the GM-factor determines the proliferation rate of cells in the meristem and, consequently, the rate of growth.
In Section 2 we will discuss growth by apical meristem. We will describe endogenous rhythms, branching patterns, variety of forms and lifetime of plants. Section 3 is devoted to growth by basal meristem. Its main difference from the apical meristem, from the modelling point of view, is that it does not change its location in the process of plant growth. Cell proliferation in the meristem results in leaf growth. As above, the model includes the equations for nutrients C and for the GM-factor R. The particular form of the equations takes into account their production and consumption in the basal meristem. Leaf formation and growth corresponds to the emergence of a nonhomogeneous spatial distribution of C and R in the basal meristem. This distribution results from the Turing instability of a homogeneous in space solution. Turing structures arise in various problems of morphogenesis [16] including phyllotaxis [15] . They are observed in the presence of two species conventionally called activator and inhibitor. The mechanism of structure formation suggested in this work in order to describe leave formation by basal meristem is different. It is based on the interaction of self-accelerating production of the GM-factor and of nutrient consumption.
In Section 4, we numerically investigate the bifurcation of waves periodic at infinity, for the model of plant growth with basal meristem, developed in Section 3.
Growth by apical meristem 2.1. 1D model
If the plant grows due to cell proliferation in the apical meristem, then we can describe its growth by a free boundary problem where the free boundary corresponds to the apical meristem and its displacement to plant growth. Such models are developed and studied in [2] - [4] . The simplest onedimensional model where the plant is represented by an interval whose length depends on time has the form ∂C ∂t
is the shoot length, C is the concentration of nutrients coming from the root, u is the convective speed of nutrients determined from the continuity equation for the incompressible fluid and related to the speed of growth of the interval,
The concentration of growth and mitosis factor R is defined at the growing end x = L(t) which corresponds to the apical meristem. Equation (2.1) describes diffusive and convective transport of nutrients through the plant, equation (2.2) describes the production and consumption or destruction of the GM-factor in the apical meristem. Here h is a parameter (the width of the meristem), the function Z(A, Q) describes the dependence of the rate of the production of the GM-factor on plant hormones auxin A and cytokinin Q. The plant growth rate depends on R,
The specific forms of the functions f (R) and g(R) are described below.
The one-dimensional model is justified if the length (or height) L of the plant is essentially greater than the diameter of its trunk. Hence we consider the interval 0 ≤ x ≤ L(t) with the length depending on time. The left endpoint x = 0 corresponds to the root. Its role is to provide the flux of nutrients taken into account through the boundary condition. We do not model the root growth here. Therefore the left boundary is fixed. The right endpoint, x = L(t) corresponds to the apex. Its width is much less than that of the plant. We suppose in the model that it is a mathematical point. The value L(t) increases over time. According to the assumption above, the growth rate is determined by the concentration of metabolites at x = L(t), equation (2.4) . System (2.1), (2.2) should be completed by the boundary conditions for C at x = 0 (supply of nutrients) and at x = L(t) (flux of nutrients to the meristem):
The second boundary condition shows that the flux of nutrients from the main body of the plant to the meristem is proportional to the concentration C(L, t). This is a conventional relation for mass exchange at the boundary, called Robin boundary conditions. The factor g(R) shows that this flux can be regulated by proliferating cells. We recall that the interval 0 < x < L(t) corresponds to differentiated cells that conduct nutrients from the root to the apex. We suppose that they are in a liquid solution.
System of equations (2.1)-(2.5) is a generic one-dimensional model of plant growth based on: a) "continuous medium" assumptions of mass conservation (for C + R) and of the proportionality of the flux ∂C/∂x at the boundary to the value of C; and b) a "biological" assumption that there is a chemical species R, the plant growth and mitosis factor, which is produced in the meristem and which determines the plant growth.
We note that the conservation of mass in the case σ = 0 implies that the term g(R)C enters both the boundary condition and equation (2.2) . Therefore, the assumption that the rate of the plant growth factor production depends on its concentration R makes the boundary condition depend on it also. Properties of the function g can be crucial for plant growth. In particular, if it is constant (the production rate is not auto-catalytic), the model does not describe the essential difference in plant sizes [3] .
We now specify the form of the functions f and g. We will consider f as a piece-wise constant function equal to 0 if R is less than a critical value R f and equal to some positive constant f 0 if R is greater than R f (Figure 1a ). This means that growth begins if the concentration of the plant growth factor exceeds some critical value. The production of the growth factor R is assumed to be auto-catalytic. For the sake of simplicity, we consider a piece-wise linear function g(R) (Figure 1b) . In some cases smooth functions f and g can also be considered.
These assumptions are consistent with plant morphogenesis. It is well known, for example, that auxin, produced in the apex, stimulates mitosis and cell proliferation. An other hormone, kinetin, is also known to stimulate cell proliferation. Production of mitosis factors can be self-accelerating through cyclinB-cdc2 complex and activation by cdc25 [10] . For large concentrations, the cyclin can also inhibit its own production ( [1] , p. 876).
An example of numerical simulations of problem (2.1)-(2.5) is shown in Figure 2 . In this case growth is periodic in time (Figure 2a ). Short periods of growth are separated by long time intervals where the length does not change. The length change is approximately the same during all periods of growth except for the first one, where it is about two times greater. The periods without growth become longer over time. This is related to the growing length of the interval. For larger L it takes more time for the concentration C(L, t) to become large enough for R(t) to increase. Figure  2b shows the function R(t). These oscillations can be related to endogenous rhythms in plants. Another mode of growth, where the length changes linearly in time until growth stops, is observed for other values of parameters [3] . 
1D model with branching
In this section we discuss conditions of appearance of branches in the framework of the onedimensional model of plant growth. We use the experimental observation on shoot and root growth from calus: if the concentrations of two hormones, auxin and cytokinin (which we denote by A and Q, respectively) are in a certain proportion, then shoots will appear. For a different proportion, no shoots but rather roots will grow [19] , [25] .
Hormone A is produced in growing parts of the plant (leaves, shoots); hormone Q either in roots or in growing parts. In our model, A will be produced at the moving boundary x = L that corresponds to the apical meristem. The rate of production is proportional to the growth rate. Hormone Q will either be supplied solely through the stationary end of the interval x = 0 (the root) or will also be produced at the moving boundary.
The concentrations of nutrients C, and of hormones A and Q are described by the diffusion equations with convective terms:
The convective speed V in the first equation is determined as the speed of growth: The rate of production of the GM-factor at x = L(t) is given by the equation
and the function Z 2 (Q) is defined similarly. The form of the functions Z 1 (A) and Z 2 (Q) is chosen in accordance with the biological observations that there are optimal concentrations of plant hormones. Proliferation of plant cells can decelerate if the concentrations are too low or too high. In particular, it is the case of auxin playing an important role in apical domination. The initial and boundary conditions for L, R and C are the same as for the 1D model without branching (Section 2.1), the concentrations A and Q are initially zero. The boundary conditions for Q describe its possible production in the root, and its production in the meristem with rate proportional to the rate of growth:
Finally, the boundary conditions for A are similar, except that the boundary condition at x = 0 takes into account that this hormone can be transported from the stem to the root:
We define next the branching conditions. A new branch appears at x = x 0 and t = t 0 if
where A b and Q b are some given values. Appearance of a new branch means that there is an additional interval connected to the previous one at its point x 0 . The variables C n , A n , Q n and R n are described at the new interval by the same equations as above. Here the subscript n determines the number of the branch. We should complete the formulation by the initial value of the concentration R n = R n (t 0 ). It cannot be found as a solution of the problem but should be considered as a parameter.
Formation of a new branch is accompanied by production of A and Q. It is not described by equations (2.7) and (2.8). It is an additional source term localized in the vicinity of each point x 0 where condition (2.13) is satisfied during a short time after t = t 0 . Therefore, condition (2.13) will not be satisfied in the vicinity of the new branch any longer, and the set of branch will be discrete. To complete the model we impose additional conditions at the branching points: continuity of concentrations and conservation of fluxes.
The branching conditions are formulated above in terms of plant hormones, auxin and cytokinin. In reality the role of these hormones is essentially more complicated and not completely understood. In particular, it is known that auxin plays an important role in formation of plant organs and in plant diversity.
We recall that the local growth rate of the apical meristem is determined by the function f (R), which is characterized by two parameters R f and f 0 (see Figure 1 a) . The first one determines the critical value of the GM-factor for which the plant growth begins. The second one determines the rate of growth. Both of them can influence the growth pattern. In the 1D model without branching, the value of R f determines the mode of growth, oscillating or linear. Based on these considerations, we can suppose that R f and f 0 may depend on the auxin concentration.
A typical example of plant growth in the 1D model with branching is shown in Figure 3 . In the beginning of the evolution there is a single branch which grows with an approximately constant speed until the growth period is finished. The apical meristem is located at the upper end of the interval. The plant hormones auxin and cytokinin are produced there and are transported along the whole branch. It can be diffusive or convective transport. Cytokinin can also be produced in the roots. This is taken into account through the boundary condition at x = 0.
If at some point of the branch the concentrations of auxin and of cytokinin take on some prescribed values, then a new bud appears. In the simulation shown in Figure 3 , there are five buds that appear one after another at an approximately equal distance. Each of the buds contains its own apical meristem with some value of the GM-factor R. When a new bud appears, the initial value R 0 is prescribed. It can be some given constant or it can depend on some factors (on plant hormones or on the value of R in the apical meristem of the main growing branch). After that, the value of R i in the bud evolves according to the same equation (see (2.10)).
When R i becomes larger than R f ,(see (2.9) and Figure 1 ), proliferation begins and a new branch starts growing from the bud. When the main branch stops growing, under appropriate conditions a new branch can appear from another bud. This is related to apical domination: growth of main branch suppresses growth of other branches.
As it is discussed above, we consider diffusive and convective fluxes of nutrients. Diffusive flux acts throughout all branches, whereas convective flux is directed to growing branches. This is related to the continuity equation for the incompressible fluid. The routes of convective flux of nutrients is shown in red in Figure 3 .
Thus, initiation of growth of new branches is determined by the interplay between the concentrations of nutrients and of the growth factor. In the example presented in Figure 3 , there are five buds formed on the main branch. Three of them give branches of the second generation with three new buds on each of them. Branches of the second generation appear one after another when the main branch stops growing. It is interesting to note that one of the buds on the main branch gives 
Growth by basal meristem
In this section we model growth of bulbous plants using the approach similar to that discussed above in the case of growth by apical meristem. The meristem in bulbous plants is located inside the bulb. Contrary to the apical meristem, it does not change its position during growth. Cell proliferation in the meristem provides growth of leaves. Nutrients come to the bulb from the roots. Thus, we can consider a simplified model where the meristem is represented as one-dimensional interval or a two-dimensional rectangle. The rate of cell proliferation in the meristem is determined by the concentrations of nutrients and of the GM-factor. We consider the following system of equations
2)
The first equation describes the concentration of nutrients C in the meristem. Here the first term in the right-hand side describes their diffusion along the meristem, and the second term supply of nutrients from the roots. It is supposed to be proportional to the difference between some constant concentration of nutrients C 0 in the bulb or in the soil and the current concentration C(x, t) which depends on space point and on time. We see here the first difference with the model of growth by apical meristem. Supply of nutrients in the latter is provided by convective flux along the stem (the second term in the left-hand side of (2.1)).
The last term in the right-hand side of (3.1) describes consumption of nutrients in the meristem. There are two mechanisms of consumption: nutrients are consumed in the GM-factor production and in leaf growth. Similar to the model considered in Section 2.1, the function f (R) determines the proliferation rate of meristem cells. The difference is that in the previous model it corresponds to the stem growth, in the model considered here, this is growth of leaves,
where L(x, t) is the length of the leaf at the point x of the meristem. Finally, we note that equation (3.2) is similar to equation (2.2) (with F = 1). We consider that GM-factors can diffuse, yet their diffusion coefficient is supposed to be small compared to the diffusion coefficient of nutrients d. From the biological point of view, this term describes diffusion of the mitosis factor or, more general, stimulation of cell proliferation by neighboring cells. We are not aware whether this mechanism is observed in plant meristem. From the modelling point of view, however, it smoothes the system.
Linear stability analysis
The kinetic system dC dt
where
can have from one to three stationary points. Let us study stability of a stationary point (C * , R * ) with respect to the system ∂C ∂t
with the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. Consider the spectrum of the problem linearized about this point:
Suppose that the matrix
has both eigenvalues in the left-half plane. Denote by µ i (ξ), i = 1, 2 the eigenvalues of the matrix
Both of them have negative real parts for ξ = 0 and for |ξ| sufficiently large. Suppose that for some values of parameters, the function µ 1 (ξ) is negative for all ξ except for some values ξ = ±ξ 0 such that µ 1 (±ξ 0 ) = 0. The second eigenvalue µ 2 (ξ) is supposed to be negative for all ξ. Let d be the bifurcation parameter and d = d c its value for which the function µ 1 (ξ) has such behavior. To show the dependence of the eigenvalue on d, we will use the notation Let focus on the particular case of functions F and G given by (3.6). Details of hereafter calculations are given in Appendix A.
The matrix J 0 , defined in (3.11), has both eigenvalues with negative real parts if and only if (see Proposition 2 in Appendix A)
where functions α and β are given by
and
Under this assumption, a Turing instability, as described above, can occur (see Proposition 3 
Numerical simulations
We begin numerical simulations with the 1D model of growth by basal meristem
12)
We recall that we will consider a small diffusion coefficient , compared to d. (3.14)
The first one is stable both with respect to the kinetic system and with respect to the reactiondiffusion system (indeed, σ − C 0 g (0) = 0.065 > 0, see Proposition 1). The second one is unstable (the second condition in Proposition 2 is not satisfied). The last point is stable with respect to the kinetic system (see Proposition 2) but can lose its stability due to diffusion. In this case, Turing or dissipative structures can appear. We begin with investigation of such structures in the 1D case. Figure 8 shows the bifurcation diagram where the diffusion coefficient d in the first equation is chosen as bifurcation parameter. The solution with 4.5 periods is observed in a relatively narrow interval of values of d, from 0.082 to 0.42. If we move along this branch of solutions, then for d sufficiently large there is a transition to another branch with 3.5 periods. Then from this branch to the branch with 3 periods. For small values of d, we observe transition from the 3-period branch to the 4-period branch. This transition is shown in Figure 9 .
It is interesting to note that lower critical values of d for which the branches appear are approximately the same for all types of solutions. However, their bifurcations can be different. The numerical results allow us to suggest that it is a supercritical bifurcation for the 4.5-period branch. At the same time it can be a subcritical bifurcation for other branches (shown schematically as a 
Bifurcation of waves periodic at infinity
Let us recall that system (3.12), (3.13) has three stationary points (3.14). Denote them by P 0 , P 1 and P 2 , respectively. For the kinetic system two of them P 0 and P 2 are stable, the intermediate point P 1 is unstable. If we take diffusion into account, the point P 0 remains stable, while P 2 can be stable or unstable. In the latter case, periodic in space structures emerge. We discussed them in the previous section. Consider first the case where the point P 2 is stable. We can expect the existence of a travelling wave between the points P 0 and P 2 . This is a solution of system (3.12), (3.13) 
of the form C(x, t) = c(x − νt), R(x, t) = r(x − νt)
, where ν is the wave speed. Existence of such waves is confirmed by numerical simulations (Figure 11 ). The wave propagates from the right to the left. The values of C and R corresponding to the stationary point P 0 are in front of the transition zone, the values corresponding to the points P 2 behind it.
The wave is a stationary solution of the system
where, as above,
In order to discuss the wave stability, let us consider the spectrum of the problem linearized about the wave: It can be easily verified that the derivative (c (x), r (x)) of the wave is the eigenfunction corresponding to the zero eigenvalue. If all other spectrum of the linearized system lies in the left half-plane, then the wave is asymptotically stable with shift [24] . If a simple real eigenvalue crosses the origin, then the wave loses its stability and some other stationary waves will bifurcate. Another possible situation is when a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues crosses the imaginary axis. Then a Hopf like bifurcation occurs resulting in appearance of periodic in time solutions. These bifurcations of travelling waves are well known and intensively studied in relation with flame propagation and with numerous other applications [24] .
We will discuss here another situation where a part of the essential spectrum crosses the imaginary axis. In order to determine the essential spectrum of this system, denote by (c 0 , r 0 ) the limits of the functions c(x) and r(x) at plus infinity (behind the wave front) and consider the spectral problem
We introduce the matrix
and denote by λ j (ξ), j = 1, 2 its eigenvalues. By definition, the essential spectrum of the linear system in the left-hand side of (4.3), (4.4) is the set of all complex λ 1 (ξ) and λ 2 (ξ) for all ξ ∈ R. In fact, it is only the part of the essential spectrum, which corresponds to plus infinity. A similar construction should be done at minus infinity. The eigenvalues of the matrix B(ξ) can be expressed through the eigenvalues of the matrix A(ξ) (Section 3):
The curve λ 1 (ξ) for the critical values of the parameters is schematically shown in Figure 12 (cf. Figure 6 ). It touches the imaginary axis at two points, λ(ξ 0 ) = ±iνξ 0 . For the value of the parameter exceeding the critical one, the essential spectrum is partially in the right-half plane. Therefore, the wave (c 0 (x), r 0 (x)) can lose its stability. However, the usual bifurcation analysis is not applicable here since these are not isolated eigenvalues. Thus, emergence of Turing structures around the stationary point P 2 moves the essential spectrum to the right-half plane. This can result in a possible instability of the wave. An example of numerical simulations is shown in Figure 13 . The wave propagates to the left, and a periodic spatial structure emerges behind it. Moreover, this structure propagates also to the right. Therefore, there is another periodic wave which provides transition between an unstable point P 2 and a Turing structure. Another effect is shown in Figure 14 . There is a transition from a 1D periodic solution to a 2D periodic solution.
Conclusions
Plant growth is determined by fluxes of nutrients and metabolites and by cell proliferation in the meristem. An important feature of plants is that cell proliferation is strongly localized in space. In the case of apical meristem, plant growth can be described mathematically as a free boundary problem where motion of the boundary occurs due to cell proliferation. In the case of basal meristem, it does not change its position. Cell proliferation in the meristem results in leaf growth.
Plant phyllotaxis is not yet well understood. From the mathematical point of view, it is related to nonlinear dynamics and pattern formation. There are various possible mechanisms of pattern formation in plants. Some of them were discussed in this paper. There are some interesting aspects of nonlinear dynamics in plants related to biological diversity. It is important to note that the models considered in this work possess continuous families of stationary solutions. In the 1D case it can be all intervals with length greater than the minimal one. In the 2D case it can be practically all plane forms with some nonrestrictive conditions on the curvature [3] . The differences in the initial conditions and external conditions result in differences in solutions or, in the other words, among individuals of the same species. This is possibly due to the fact that all solutions are possible.
What happens if we change the parameters of the model? Its second fundamental property is that stationary solutions exist for all physically realistic values of parameters. Therefore, not only the individuals of a given species can have an arbitrary form but individuals of any species can have any possible form. This is why there are so many different forms and different species. Of course, this is only a theoretical possibility. The existence of stationary solutions does not necessary mean that the solution of the evolution problem with some specific initial condition will converge to them.
If we slightly change the parameters of the model, the initial condition or the external conditions (that is the boundary conditions in the model), or the space and time steps in numerical simulations, we may not obtain the convergence to exactly the same stationary solutions. We can expect that if the difference in parameters is small, the solutions will be close to each other. It appears, however, that this is not necessarily so. In some cases, the solutions are close to each other, while in some other cases they can be essentially different. The former case corresponds to individuals of the same species, the latter, to transition to other species.
We come now to the question about the structural stability of solutions: if the values of parameters approach each other, will the solutions also converge to each other? The results of the numerical simulations show that this is probably not the case. When we decrease the time and space steps we do not obtain the convergence of solutions. At first glance this contradicts the unwritten convention of numerical modelling: solutions must converge. However, there is no contradiction. The usual expectation that solutions converge concerns a fixed and finite time interval. This rule is not applicable to the longtime behavior. What does longtime behavior mean? Of course, numerical simulations are always carried out on a finite time interval. To explain this, consider a typical situation in the theory of dynamical systems in which a stationary solution can have a stable manifold along which solutions of the evolution problem approach the stationary solution as time increases, and unstable manifold along which solutions of the evolution problem diverge from the stationary solution. If the initial condition is close to the stable manifold but it is not located exactly on it, then in the beginning the solution of the evolution problem will approach the stationary solution, but after some time diverge from it. For two different but close initial conditions, the solutions of the evolution problem will first approach each other, but then at the second stage the difference between them will increase and after some time they can become completely different.
How is this description related to the modelling of plant growth? The solution of the evolution problem approaches some unstable stationary solution along its stable manifolds and then moves away from it along the unstable manifold (see [3] for more detail). Small perturbations grow exponentially, and convergence of solutions, when we decrease the time and space steps, does not take place.
Thus, solutions are not structurally stable in the usual sense. However, they can be structurally stable in some averaged sense: changing the parameters, we can observe similar structures with the same characteristic dimensions, though different in small details. The conclusion that biological forms can be structurally stable in some averaged sense is in agreement with the fact that individuals from the same species, though different from each other, still have many features in common. On the other hand, in some cases structural stability does not take place even in average. The presence of stable and unstable manifolds can result in essential difference of solutions with close initial conditions. This situation can be considered as transition to new biological species.
A Appendix: Linear Stability Analysis
We develop in this section the stability analysis of the reaction-diffusion system
where f and g are nonnegative differentiable functions, with f (0) = g(0) = 0, and f is nondecreasing (see Figure 7) . A stationnary solution (C, R) of (A1)-(A2) satisfies
It is then obvious that (C, R) = (C 0 , 0) is a stationnary solution of (A1)-(A2). Non-trivial homogeneous stationnary solutions
We define, for R > 0,
and 
A1. Linearization and Characteristic Equation
The linearization of system (A1)-(A2) about (C * , R * ) leads to
From (A3), that is for R * = 0, we get
Looking for solutions of (A6)-(A7) in the form
Since it will be helpful in the following, let us define
The linear stability of (C * , R * ) is related to the signs of tr(J) and det(J), where
Indeed, (C * In particular, it is stable if σ > C 0 g (0).
A3. Stability without diffusion
In the absence of diffusion, the jacobian matrix J in (A8) reduces to J 0 in ( Then the following result is straightforward. We now focus on the stability of (C * , R * ) = (C 0 , 0), in the presence of diffusion. We will show, in particular, that the stationary solution, stable in the absence of diffusion, can become unstable due to diffusion.
One can first notice that β (R * ) ≥ 0 implies that tr(J 0 ) < 0, and consequently, from (A10), that tr(J) < 0. Moreover, one also gets, from (A11), det(J) > 0. Consequently, (C * , R * ) is unconditionally linearly stable when β (R * ) ≥ 0.
Let assume that β (R * ) < 0, and that the stationary solution is stable in the absence of diffusion, that is tr(J 0 ) < 0 and det(J 0 ) > 0. From (A10), one obtains tr(J) < 0.
We also assume in the following that is small. This implies, in particular, that g(R * 
